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Introduction

1. The ultimate purpose of the present paper is to study interpolation of

harmonic and analytic functions on open Riemann surfaces W. We shall,

however, first take a less restricted viewpoint and consider, in general, ex-

tremal problems on Riemann surfaces.

Extrema of given functionals can often be immediately found in the spe-

cial case where W is compact and bounded by a finite number of analytic

Jordan curves. The difficulties arise when the contours are arbitrary or, as

is always the case for an infinite genus, the boundary exists in an ideal sense

only. With this in view, we shall start with a theorem for reducing extremal

problems from the general case of an open Riemann surface W to the special

case just mentioned. The content of the reduction theorem (no. 5) will be,

roughly speaking, as follows:

If the functional to be minimized increases with the region, and if the mini-

mizing functions on compact subregions Wn with analytic boundaries form a nor-

mal family, then the solvability of the extremal problem for Wn implies that for W.

2. The reduction theorem will enable us to establish a rather general

theorem on minimizing functionals of harmonic functions on Riemann sur-

faces. We consider the class of single-valued harmonic functions p with a

finite number of prescribed poles or logarithmic singularities f ,• (i = 1, • • • , n)

on W. The expansions of p about J"i have the form

(1) P = Re | J a,z> + \( £ b,z-' - c log | z \\\ ,

where a„ b, are complex, c real coefficients, X a real parameter, and z the

local uniformizer. The following combination of the coefficients will be instru-

mental :

(2) p = 2t Y, Re j c<io + E **>**  •
i-i       L »-i       J

For fixed b„ c and subsequently fixed X, the class {p} shall be designated
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by C\. We set X = h + k, with real h, k, and choose

(3) m(p) =  f pdp* +(k- h)p
Jfi

for the functional to be minimized. Here the asterisk denotes the harmonic

conjugate, 8 stands for the ideal boundary, and the integral is understood as

the limit of integrals along the boundaries of exhausting subregions. The

theorem to be established (no. 7) follows:

There exists a unique function phk in C\ which minimizes m(p). For varying

h, k, the phk are interrelated by

(4) phk = hpo + kpi,

where po, pi stand for pi,o, po.i, respectively. The minimum value of m(p) is

k2pi — h2p,o, with po=n(po), Mi=m(/>i)> and the deviation from this minimum is

given by the Dirichlet integral of p — phk:

(5) m(p) = Vpi - h2po + D(p - phk).

It is of interest that here po, pi are the principal functions [16; 18] which

correspond to the normal linear operators L0, L\, characterized by vanishing

normal derivatives and constant boundary values, respectively. By fixing

b„ c, X, we can choose the class C\ oi functions (1); by subsequently fixing

h, k within h + k=\, we can select the functional (3) to be minimized in C\.

Thus the linear combinations hpo + kpi of the principal functions furnish the

solutions to extremal problems of great variety and generality. A detailed

account of these applications will be given in [19]. In the present paper we

shall make use of the theorem in interpolation problems.

3. Let Ui,(i = l, ■ ■ • , n; v = 0, • ■ ■ , m) be arbitrary real constants. Con-

sider regular single-valued harmonic functions u(z) on W with

(6) d'u(U)/dx' = uir.

Here z=x+iy is the local uniformizer at f,-. We are interested in the inter-

polation problem of constructing a harmonic function satisfying (6) and with

a smallest possible value of the Dirichlet integral. If m=0, we are dealing

with the simplest case where the «($",) only are given. If n = 1, we have func-

tions with values and derivatives, up to the mth order, prescribed at one point

only.

We shall show (no. 24) that the principal functions p0, pi again provide

us with the solution:

The function

(7) «o = po - pi,

for properly chosen b„ c, satisfies the conditions (6) and minimizes D(u). The

value of the minimum is p,o—p.i, and the deviation from this minimum is given
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by the Dirichlet integral of u — u0:

(8) D(u) = p0 — px + D(u — Mo).

The possibility of a proper choice of the b„ c will be fully characterized by

the nonvanishing of a determinant (no. 23).

If W\s planar, we shall also consider single-valued analytic functions V(z)

with prescribed values of F(,,(fi), v = l, • • • , m. Then the analytic comple-

tions of suitably modified functions po, px will furnish the solution, which

exists if and only if the boundary of IF is not.4£>-removable (no. 28).

With regard to the vast literature concerning interpolation problems in

the unit circle, we refer here to the well-known results of Walsh [21 ], Pick

[15 ], Nevanlinna [13; 14] and Weyl [22]. These authors discussed the inter-

polation problem from the viewpoint of minimizing mean values. The ques-

tion of minimizing the Dirichlet integral was first treated by Kubota [6; 7],

Takenaka [20] and, for more general plane regions, by Lokki [9-12], Gara-

bedian and Schiffer [4], and Lehto [8]. The prescribed quantities in these

investigations were the values of the functions (m=0), while Bergman [3]

also considered values of derivatives at a fixed point (n = l). Concerning ex-

tremal problems for differentials, the reader is referred to the comprehensive

study [l ] by Ahlfors.
In what follows, any finite values of n, m will be permitted and the region

of existence is allowed to be an arbitrary open Riemann surface. Our ap-

proach, sketched above, is based on the extremal method introduced in [17].

§1. Reduction theorem

4. Let W be an arbitrary open Riemann surface and C a class of functions

on W. Consider an exhaustion { Wn} of IF by compact subregions Wn, each

bounded by a finite set Bn of analytic Jordan curves. On Wn, a class Cn of

functions is given with the property that the restriction to Wn-X of pdCn be-

longs to Cn-X- It is understood that this holds, correspondingly, for W, Wn

and C, Cn-
For Wn and pdCn, a functional m(Wn, p) is given, such that, for p'dC„

tending uniformly on Wn to p"dCn, we have m(Wn, p')—>m(Wn, P")- The

functional m(W, p) for IF and pdC is defined by

(1) m(W, p) = lim m(W„, p),
ft—»00

the existence of the limit being postulated.

The problem is to find a function pw which minimizes m(W, p) in C, and

to determine properties of pw and m(W, pw)-

5. We shall establish the following

Reduction theorem. Suppose that the functionals m(Wn, p) defined above

satisfy the following conditions:
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1°. The problem has a solution for Wn, that is, there exists a function pn in

C„ with

(2) min m(Wn, p) = m(Wn, p„).
*ee„

2°.  The functional m is an increasing function of the region:

(3) m(Wn, p) 2g m(Wn+i, p)

for pCCn+i.

3°. The family {pn} is normal, the limiting functions on W belonging to C.

Then every limiting function, pw=hmn^„ pn, say, is a solution of the ex-

tremal problem for W,

(4) min m(W, p) = m(W, pw),
pGc

and the value of the minimum is

(5) m(W, pw) = lim m(Wn, pn).
n—>«>

Proof. We first observe that, by definition,

m(W, pw) = lim m(Wn, pw) = lim  lim m(Wn, pk).
n—>« n—*«>   k—»»

Consequently, by virtue of condition 2°,

(6) m(W, pw) ^ lim m(W„, pn).

On the other hand, we have for pCC the inequalities

m(Wn, pn) ^ m(Wn, p) g m(W, p).

As this holds for each Wn and pCC, we deduce that

(7) lim m(Wn, pn) ^ inf m(W, p) ^ m(W, pw).

The statements (4) and (5) now follow on combining (6) and (7).

§2. A theorem on minima of functionals

6. We consider the class of single-valued harmonic functions p with a

finite number of given singularities on an open Riemann surface W. It is no

restriction to assume that the singularities J\ (i=l, • • • , n) are centers of dis-

joint parametric disks Ki. The functions p have the following expansions in

Ki-.

(1) P = Re | £ <W + X Y Z b,z~' - clog \z\\\ .
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Here a„ b, are complex, c real coefficients, and X a real parameter. The class

of functions (1) with fixed by, c and subsequently fixed X shall be denoted by

C\. In particular, Co is the class of all single-valued regular harmonic functions

p on W.

For simplicity, we shall not use additional indices i to distinguish the

a„ b„ c, m and z corresponding to the various Ki. To avoid unnecessary con-

stants, we also shall assume that the functions p have been normalized, by

adding suitable real constants, so as to have Re {ao} =0 at fi. Moreover, the

coefficients c, whose reality is implied by the single-valuedness of p, are sup-

posed to satisfy the condition  yi?_i c — 0. We shall use the abbreviation

(2) p = 2t 2Z Re \ca0 + Z vb.a,  .
i-l L r=l J

7. Set \ = h+k with real h, k, and consider the following functional of p:

(3) m(W, p) =  f pdp* + (k- h)p.
J »

Here the integral along the ideal boundary /3 of W is defined as the limit of

integrals taken along boundaries of exhausting regions.

The following theorem will be of basic importance in our reasoning:

Theorem. There exists a uniquely determined function phk in C\ which

minimizes m(W, p),

(4) min m(W, p) = m(W, phk).
pGcx

For various h, k, the functions phk are interrelated by

(5) phk = hpo + kpi,

where po, pi stand for pi,0, po.i, respectively.

The minimum value of m(W, p) can be expressed solely in terms of the

a,-coefficients of pQ, pi:

(6) m(W, phk) = *Vi - Wpo,

p-o, p-i being the values of p. for po, pi. The deviation from this minimum is given

by the Dirichlet integral:

(7) m(W, p) = k2pi - h2po + D(p - Phk).

The proof, based on the reduction theorem, will be given in nos. 8-17.

8. We first have to show that condition 1° of the reduction theorem is

satisfied, that is, the problem can be solved for a Riemann surface W whose

boundary 8 consists of a finite number of analytic Jordan curves.

In this case there exist in Ci two uniquely determined functions p0, pi,
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defined by the following properties:

(dpo/dn = 0 on /3,
(8) {*'

{        Pi = const, on 3.

These functions can be easily constructed by the linear operator method

[16], for the basic condition Jds* =0 is obviously satisfied for both po and p\.

This implies that the functions in the sequel can be formed purely construc-

tively.

We set

(9) phk = hp0 + kpx,

and shall show that the deviation formula (7) holds. To begin with, we have

(10) D(p - phk) =  I pdp* + f phkdp*hk -  f pdplk -  \ phkdp*.
J 8 J B J 8 J 8

9. The second integral on the right simplifies immediately:

phkdphk — hk |  podpx = hk I   podpx — pxdpo-
J 8 J 8

By Green's formula, the last integral can be transferred to the peripheries

a, of the Ki\

(11) I  phkdphk = W E        Podp* — pxdp*o .
J 8 i       J a{

If we set pq = ug+sq (q = 0, 1) in Kit with

«« = Re < Y, aq,z' + J2 b,z-'\ ,
\    0 1 '

Sq=  C log (1/| 2 I ),

then

^o^i — />i<2/>o   =   I    Mo^Ml — uxduo   +   I    (m0 — «l)<fr9.

As Uo = u0+iu* and [7i=Mi+iw* are single-valued in 2£,-, one obtains, on

integrating by parts,

(13) j    u0dux — uxdu0 =  I   «o^«i + u0dux = Im I    U0dUx.
J ai J a( J o,-

The integral here can be written
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I   UodUx = j   ( Y a0„z» + Y b,z-A ( Y vaXvz^ - Y vhz'^ dz

(14) =   I    ( — Y vbvaov + Y vbvaXt J —

= 2wi Y vbv(ax, — ao,).
1

The latter part of (12) has the value

(15) (uo — ux)dsq = — c I    (m0 — ux)d arg z = 2ir Re {c(ax0 — aoo)},
J at J ai

and we find, on combining (11)—(15), that

I   phkdphk = 2-irhk Y R-e  y(aio — aoo) + Y vb,(an — a0*)>

(16) J" { )

= hk(px — po) ■

10.  For the third integral in (10), we have similarly

J pdptk = k f pdp* - pxdp* = k Y f pdp* - pidp*.
J 8 "8 i    J ai

On setting p=u+s with

/    oo m \

« = Re \ Y a,z" + (h + k) Y h>z~"\ ,

s = (h+ £)clog(l/|z|),

one obtains

pdpx — pxdp   =   I    udux — uxdu* +  I    «<foi — Wirfs .
a; ^ or,- "^ a,-

Here

/MfZWi  — Mi<f«     =  Im   |     t/(ft/i
ai J at

with

f UdUi =  f   \  Y a*z' +(h+ k)Y hz-A |  £ "ai^"1 - Z vbvz-'~A dz

— 2iri Y vb,\(h + k)aXv — av\,
i

and
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/udsi — uxds   = — 2-ir Re {coo — (h + k)caw}.

Consequently,

I pdp*hk = 2irk 2~1 Re \c[(h + k)aw — aa] + 2 "b,[(h + k)aiy — a,]>
(1/)     J? i K i )

= k[(h + k)pi — p].

11. Finally, for the last term in (10), we have

/>**<!/>    =  A   I   /»o^    — ̂ #0    =   & Z)   I    #o^    - ^^o
^1 J 8 i    J ai

=  A 22 \        Uodu   — uduo  +  I   Uods   — udso ) •

This gives, as in no. 10,

I  phkdp* = 2irh X) Re <c[a0 — (h + k)a0o] + J2 vbr[a, — (h + k)a0y]>
(18) J B i \ 1 /

= h[p — (h + k)po\.

12. On summing up, we find from (10), (16), (17), (18) that

(19) f pdp* +(k- h)p = (k2pi - AVo) + D{p - phk).
J s

Since D(p — phk) is nonnegative and vanishes for p=phk, we conclude that

the functional on the left is minimized by phk, and the value of the minimum

is k2p,i — h2po. Thus, condition 1° of the reduction theorem is fulfilled and the

deviation formula (7) holds in the special case where 8 consists of a finite

number of analytic Jordan curves.

13. Condition 2° of the reduction theorem is easily verified. In fact, for

every pC Cn+u

(20) m(Wn+u p) - m(Wn, p) =  f pdp*,

where the integral equals the Dirichlet integral of p over Wn+i — Wn, thus be-

ing nonnegative.

14. To prove that condition 3° of the reduction theorem is satisfied, let

now W be an arbitrary open Riemann surface, with an exhaustion { Wn} by

compact subregions Wn, bounded by finite sets fln of analytic Jordan curves.

Let pn be the function ptlk = hpo + kpi for Wn. More precisely, pn minimizes

the functional
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m(Wn, p) =  f pdp* +(k- h)p
J Bn

in the class C„ of functions p harmonic on Wn except at the singularities f,-.

Correspondingly, we write pi, pnx, pi, p" for p0, pi, Mo, Mi on Wn- If DN denotes

the Dirichlet integral over a fixed Wn, then, by (19) for Wn, and for n>N,

DN(pn - p") = m(WN, pn) - m(WN, p")

(21) = m(Wn, pn) - m(WN, p")

— k (px — px) — h \po — Mo )-

On setting h = l, k=Q and then h=0, k = l in (19) for Wn, we infer that

Pi^P^Pq for functions /> with fgNpdp*= 0. The latter condition is fulfilled,

in particular, by pi, p\, for U^P^PT = /ft,£o#o* =0, and the same is true of p\.

Consequently,

Dn(P   - p ) ^ (h  + k)(po -mi).

Here the right-hand side is independent of n, and we conclude that the family

p" is normal. Thus condition 3° of the reduction theorem is fulfilled.

15. The reduction theorem now provides us with the existence on IF of

a limiting function phk of a subsequence, say again {pn}, with the property

(22) min m(W, p) = m(W, phk).
v&Cx

Moreover, the value of this minimum is

m(W, Phk) = k2px — h2p0,

where mi, Mo are the limits of p", Mo-

16. The deviation formula will now be based on the minimum property of

phk- If we set p — phk = u for pdC\, then, for real e,

m(Wn, phk + tu) = m(Wn, phk) + t2Dn(u)

+ t (phkdu* + udphk) + (k — h)(p — phk)   -

Suppose first that D(u) < oo over IF. Then the first three terms of this for-

mula tend to finite limits for n—* =° , and so does, a fortiori, the expression 7„,

say, in the brackets; set 7 = lim I„. It follows that

m(W, p)hk + tu = m(W, Phk) + t2D(u) + el.

By the minimum property, dm/de = 0 for e = 0, whence 1=0. On setting e = l

we have the desired deviation formula

m(W,phk + tu) = m(W, phk) + D(p - phk).
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This holds, trivially, in the case D(p — phk) = <*> as well. In fact, if Wo is a

compact subregion containing in its interior the singularities f ,• of p, then the

Dirichlet integrals D° extended over W— W0 satisfy the triangle inequality

(D°(p - phk)Y'2 :g (D°(p)y2 + (Da(Phk))112.

Since, by (16) for W, J»phkdptt is always finite, so is D°(phk), while the finite-

ness of m(W, p) would imply that of fppdp* and of D"(p). But then D(p — phk)

would be finite, contrary to the assumption. We infer that m(W, p) must be

infinite, and the deviation formula in this degenerate form continues to hold.

17. It remains to show that the minimizing function phk is unique. Sup-

pose p', p" are two minimizing functions. Then

D(p' - p") = m(W, p') - m(W, p") = 0

and p' — p" is constant. By the normalization Re {a0} =0 at the center

fi of Ki, this constant vanishes, and we have p' = p". The proof of our theo-

rem (no. 7) is herewith complete.

§3. Interpolation of harmonic functions

18. We now turn to the following

Interpolation problem. Given an open Riemann surface W, and a finite

number of points f,- (i = l, ■ • ■ , n) on W. Minimize the Dirichlet integral D(u)

among all harmonic functions u(z), z—x+iy, on W with prescribed values,

ui¥, of d"u(£i)/dx', v = 0, ■ ■ ■ , m.

Again we may choose the points f < to be the centers of disjoint parametric

disks Ki. Then the u(z) have the expansions

(1) u(z) = Re < J2 a^\ ,

the indices i now being written down to indicate the individual parametric

disks. In terms of these expansions, the prescribed quantities are

Re {a,} = Ui,

19. The theorem of no. 7 has the following immediate consequence:

The function u0 = po — pi gives to the Dirichlet integral the minimum

(2) min D(u) = p0 — Pi

among all harmonic functions u on W with

(3) p = po — mi-

The deviation from this minimum is measured by

(4) D(u - mo) = D(u) - D(uo).

In fact, the class determined by (3) is certainly not empty, for ua belongs
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to it. The functions pCCo (X=0) are regular harmonic, and in the case

h = 1, k = — 1, formula (7), no. 7, can be written

D(u) — 2p = pi — po + D(u — uo).

For p,=po~Mil the statement follows.

20. Condition (3) is fulfilled, in particular, by the functions u with

(5) Re {a,}  = Re {a0y — ai-},

v = 0, • ■ ■ , m, if the bv are taken real. Thus we have the solution of our inter-

polation problem for the special values on the right. If these values can be

arbitrarily prescribed, by properly choosing the b\ and c' in the expansions

(6) p = Re i ]T aW + xY zZ biz" - c'log | z\ H ,

then the solution of our problem is complete. Our task amounts to studying

when such a choice is possible.

21. The functions po, pi can be expressed as linear combinations of certain

"elementary functions". To see this, we choose the b'y = 0, e1=—1, c' = l

(j fixed t^ 1), the other c' = 0. Then we have a class {s'} of harmonic functions

with two logarithmic poles only; let si, s( be the functions po, pi in this special

class. Similarly, take the c'=0,bi = l (j, k fixed), the other b\ = 0. Now we have

a single pole at a fixed fy, of order k(^m), and we denote the corresponding

functions po, pi by ti\, t'a.

In the general class C\ with arbitrary real b\, c' the functions po, pi can

be written

n        .    . n       m        .   .

po = z2 c so + zl zZ bktko,

(7) n n      m

pi = zZ c si + 22 2 bktki.
j—2 j-1  k-l

Indeed, for an approximating region Wn, the functions po, pi are uniquely

determined in C\ by the boundary conditions dp0/dn=0, £i = const. on /3n.

As these conditions are fulfilled by the s'0, s{ and /«,. 4i> so they are by the

linear combinations (7) which therefore constitute p0, pi. For Wn—>W, all

these functions converge to unique limiting functions, and the relations (7)

remain valid on W.

22. The difference

n . n      m

(8) po - pi = zZ c(so - s[) + zZzZ bi(tio - tki)
j—2 3=1   k—l

has the expansion
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(9) po - pi = Re < Y (<*o, - a\,)zA

in K~i. For the 5-functions we write in K~i

(10) si - s{ = Re | Y o?z'\

with/ = 2, • • • ,n;i = l, • • • ,n. For the /-functions we set, correspondingly,

(11) tko — tii = Re < Y T'k\z> .

Then, by (8),

(12) Re < Y c'a'>  + X) Z o'kTh\>  = Re {a\r — a\,}
\ y=2 j-l k=X )

for i = 1, • ■ • , »; v = 0, • • • , m.

23. In the relations (12), the c's and t's are known constants, and the un-

known real constants c's and b's are to be so determined that the right-hand

sides assume the prescribed values w,„. By the normalization R{al} =0 for

all p, s, t, no equation corresponds to * = 1, p = 0. Thus we are dealing with

n—l+nm equations with the same number of unknowns. A solution exists

if and only if the determinant

(13) A=  |  Re{<rf},Re {tL} \

is different from zero. Here the rows are formed for varying/, k, the columns

for i, v.

24. We have thus arrived at the solution of our interpolation problem:

Theorem. Given an arbitrary Riemann surface W, and points f,-

(i = l, • • • , n) on W, let u,, (v=0, • • • , m) be arbitrary finite real constants.

Let {u} be the class of regular single-valued harmonic functions on W with

(14) d>u({i)/dx> = uiv.

There exists, in {u}, a function Wo which minimizes the Dirichlet integral,

(15) min D(u) = D(u0),

if and only if, in (13), Ay^O.
The minimizing function is unique and has the expression

(16) Mo = po — pi,

where po, pi are taken in that class Cx whose coefficients b\, c* give the prescribed

values uiv to the expressions (12).

In terms of these coefficients, the minimum of D(u) is po~pi, and the devia-
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lion from this minimum is measured by the Dirichlet integral of u — u0:

(17) D(u) = p0 - pi + D(u - Mo).

The remark might be added that the above reasoning remains valid

verbatim in the case where the values of «(f,-) and U(r)(^i), v = l, • • • , m,

are prescribed, with w = Re { L7}.

§4. Interpolation of analytic functions

25. In what follows, W signifies a planar Riemann surface. We consider

single-valued analytic functions Q = q+iq* on W, with expansions

oo m

(i) e=E<w+x-£&~'
0 1

about the f <. For fixed complex b\ and subsequently fixed real X, the class of

functions Q with normalization a^ = 0 shall be designated by G\. The symbol

p. now stands for

(2) p = 2w Re  XZ vb,a,.
t=l  v=l

If W is compact and its boundary /3 consists of a finite number of analytic

Jordan curves y, there are unique functions Qo, Qi in Gi, determined by the

conditions

dqo/dn = 0   on 8,
(3)

qi = ry on y.

The constants ry are so chosen that

(4) f dq\ = 0
J  y

along each contour yC8-

For an open W, qo, qi appear as limiting functions of the q0, <?i for exhaust-

ing subregions Wn. The reasoning in §§2, 3 remains valid throughout when

p, po, pi are replaced by q, q0, qi, and the basic formula now takes the form

(5) f qdq* +(k- h)p = k2pi - h2po + D(q - qhk).
J0

26. For regular single-valued analytic functions V on W with expansions

(6) V = JZ a/
v=0

in Ki and with p. =pQ—pi, we conclude from (5):
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The function Vo = Qo — Qi has the minimum property

(7) D(V) = po - mi + D(V - Vo).

The condition p=p0— Mi is satisfied, in particular, by those functions for

which

lit

(8) a, = ao, — ax„

v = l, • ■ ■ , m. If here the right sides can be prescribed at will, by properly

choosing the complex b\, then we are in possession of a function V with arbi-

trarily given values of the Fw(fi)> and with a minimal D(V).

27. In analogy to no. 21, let Qio< Qix be the functions Qo, Qx with the sole

singularity l/zk at fy. For the corresponding functions Qit, Qit with poles

ei4,/zk at J*y, we have

Qko = Q'ko cos <b + iQki sin <t>,
(9) j$ j j

Qki = iQko sin (j> + Qkx cos <j>.

In fact, on a compact W bounded by analytic Jordan curves, the combina-

tions on the right have the same singularity as Ql®, Qit- Moreover, the real

part of the first combination has vanishing normal derivative on the bound-

ary, while that of the second is constant on each contour. For an open W, the

relations (9) then follow by an exhaustion Wn~^W.

We obtain from (9),

(10) Qko - Qti = e~i\Qika - Qix),

and conclude that (8), no. 22, is now replaced by

(11) Qo - Qi = Y Y o'A - Qii),
j=i *=i

the bar indicating the complex conjugate. Equation (12), no. 22, takes the

form

(12) Y Y bkTk, = ao, — ax,.
y=i *-i

For prescribed right sides, we now have nm equations for the same number of

unknowns b).

28. We proceed to demonstrate that, in the present case, the solvability

of the system is characterized by the existence of functions AD on IF, that

is, single-valued nonconstant analytic functions with a finite-Dirichlet inte-

gral. The class of Riemann surfaces without functions AD is said to have an

^4D-removable boundary and is denoted by 0Ad- The necessity of the condi-

tion Wd^AD is obvious, for we must have functions on IF whose Dirichlet

integral could be minimized.
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To establish the sufficiency, suppose that there is indeed a function AD

on W. Then W can be mapped onto a plane region which contains the point

at infinity and whose complement has a positive area (Ahlfors-Beurling [2]).

Let w(z) =u+iv he the mapping function, and denote the images of W, 8, f< by

W, 8, w,-> the complement of W, by H. By (7), we have on setting h=k = l

in (5),

D(Qo — Qi) = Mo — Mi = -   I   (qo + qi)d(qo + qi)* = max I    qdq*.
J g 02    J _fl

The function

n      m

Q(w) = 2 zZ zZ b'k(w - Wi)
«=i >.=i

belongs to G2 if the hi are so chosen that Q(w(z)) has the given coefficients

2b[ at the £",•. Since Q(w) is nonconstant, its Dirichlet integral over H does

not vanish,

Dh(Q) =   f  qdq* > 0,
J -a

and it follows that D(Q0 — Qi)>0. From this we infer that Q0— Qi and, a

fortiori, the linear combination on the right in (11) is not constant. Conse-

quently, the functions Qm — QL are linearly independent; the system (12)

has a solution for any prescribed values on the right.

29. We have established the following result:

Theorem. On a planar Riemann surface W, let {V} be the class of regular

single-valued analytic functions with arbitrarily prescribed values

(13) d^V(U)/dz' = Vt,

at given points f,-, i = 1, • • • , n; v = 1, • • • , m. There exists a function Va in

{V} with the property

(14) minD(V) = D(V0)
W\

if and only if W^Oad-
The minimizing function is

(15) Vo = Qo - Qi

where Qo, Qi are taken in the class Gi determined by the coefficients b, which give

the values Viv to the quantities (12). The value of the minimum and the deviation

from the minimum are given, in terms of these coefficients, by the formula

(16) D(V) = po - mi + D(V - Vo).
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